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Abstract 
“Touch DNA” refers to the DNA that is left behind when a person touches or comes into contact 
with an item. However, the source of touch DNA is still debated and the large variability in DNA 
yield from casework samples suggests that, besides skin, various body fluids can be transferred 
through contact. Another important issue concerning touch DNA is the possible occurrence of 
secondary transfer, but the data published in the literature in relation to the background levels of 
foreign DNA present on the hand surfaces of the general population are very limited. 
As the present study aimed at better understanding the nature and characteristics of touch DNA, 
samples were collected from the palmar surface of the hands and fingers (“PHF” samples) of 30 
male and 30 female donors by tape-lifting/swabbing and subjected to DNA/RNA co-extraction. 
Multiplex mRNA profiling showed that cellular material different from skin could be observed in 
15% of the PHF samples. The total amount of DNA recovered from these samples (median 5.1 
ng) was significantly higher than that obtained from samples containing skin cells only (median 
1.6 ng). 
The integrity of the DNA isolated from the donors’ hands and fingers as well as the prevalence of 
DNA mixtures were evaluated by STR typing and compared with reference STR profiles from 
buccal swabs. DNA integrity appeared significantly higher in the male rather than in the female 
subsample, as the average percentage of the donors’ alleles effectively detected in PHF profiles 
was 75.1% and 60.1% respectively. The prevalence of mixtures with a foreign DNA contribution 
≥ 20% was 19.2% (30.0% in the female PHF samples and 8.3% in the male PHF samples). 
The obtained results support the hypothesis that transfer of cellular material different from skin 
may underlie the occasional recovery of quality STR profiles from handled items. These results 
also suggest that gender may represent an important factor influencing the propensity of 
individuals to carry and transfer DNA through hand contact, possibly because of the differences 
in personal and hygiene habits between males and females. 
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The increasing sensitivity of multiplex PCR assays for the simultaneous amplification of Short 
Tandem Repeat (STR) loci enables forensic investigators to recover DNA profiles even from tiny 
stains and highly degraded samples, including cellular residues left behind when a person touches 
or comes into contact with an item (i.e., the so-called “touch DNA”). The first report on the 
possibility to generate genetic profiles from swabs taken from handled objects dates back to 1997 
[1]. Since that pioneering study, however, considerable uncertainty has remained about several 
aspects of touch DNA, i.e., its biological sources, composition, transfer dynamics and ability to 
withstand different environmental conditions [2,3]. 
It is often assumed that touch DNA derives from a limited number of shed nucleated cells and of 
stripped nuclei dispersed among mostly anucleate corneocytes, which can be found on the surface 
of the outermost layer of the epidermis [4,5]. It has recently been suggested that DNA recovered 
from touched surfaces may not entirely originate from epidermal cells, but that it could also 
consist of cell-free DNA from extracellular secretions like sweat and sebum [6,7]. Moreover, 
since skin is by nature constantly exposed to the external environment, it is expected to carry on 
its surface body fluids that do not derive from the epidermis and its annexes, and to consequently 
transfer them to objects through handling. For instance, saliva seems to be ubiquitous in the 
human environment, as it is diffused via droplets originating from the mouth [8]; in fact, it was 
demonstrated that a static speaking individual can rapidly deposit in the surrounding area a 
sufficient amount of DNA for a positive identification [9]. Hence, wearing protective masks at the 
crime scene is mandatory to prevent contamination [10]. Because of the relatively high cellular 
content of human saliva, DNA yields from hand surfaces subjected to primary transfer of the 
same fluid are significantly higher than those obtained from freshly washed, bare palms [11]. It 
can therefore be hypothesized that, rather than the individual propensity to transfer DNA (i.e., the 
so-called “shedder status” [12]), the presence on human hands of body fluids different from skin 
may be the reason for the high quantities of human DNA that are sporadically detected on 
handled objects (both experimental and casework samples) [1,13-16]. 
Another important issue concerning touch DNA is the possible occurrence of secondary transfer, 
i.e., the indirect transfer of the donor's DNA to a surface via an intermediary who, in turn, has 
either come into direct contact with the donor or held an object previously touched by the donor 
[1]. Therefore, to better understand the possible extent of secondary transfer events, an 
assessment of the background levels of foreign DNA present on the hand surfaces of the general 
population appears to be crucial. Nevertheless, previous studies have almost exclusively focused 
on the prevalence of DNA mixtures under fingernails [17-19], largely ignoring the palm and 
finger surfaces of the hand, which are the anatomical parts more frequently involved in object 
handling and in the transfer of touch DNA. 
Recently, several robust protocols for DNA/RNA co-extraction from stains have been described 
and validated for forensic purposes [20], thus enabling the single pipeline analysis of both STRs 
and mRNA profiles to identify body fluids. In particular, the availability of skin-specific mRNA 
markers [21, 22] now offers the possibility of better exploring the tissue origin of touch DNA. 
Hence, the aim of the present study was to investigate the characteristics of the human biological 
material present on the palmar surface of the hands and fingers of individuals from the general 
population through combined DNA/mRNA profiling. The mRNA profiling results were then put 
in relation with other factors that are relevant for the interpretation of touch DNA dynamics such 
as DNA quantity and integrity, prevalence of DNA mixtures and percentage contribution of 
foreign DNA to mixtures. 
 
2. Materials and Methods 
2.1 Sample collection 
After the Ethical Committee of the University of Turin granted approval for the study, consenting 
participants were recruited among university students and laboratory personnel. Although donors 
were informed of the nature and purpose of the experiments, they were not notified in advance of 
the exact date and time of sampling so as to prevent changes in their activities and social 
interactions in the period immediately preceding sample collection. 
Samples (n = 120) were collected from the palmar surface of the hands and fingers of 60 different 
donors (30 males and 30 females) and are referred to from now on as “PHF” samples. All donors 
were sampled once, providing separate PHF samples from each hand. Three different sampling 
methods were employed: dry sterile cotton swab (10 males and 10 females); sterile cotton swab 
moistened with RNase-free water (10 males and 10 females); tape lift by means of “stubs” that 
are currently used for gunshot residue collection (10 males and 10 females). A buccal swab was 
also collected from each individual to establish reference STR profiles. Participation in the study 
was anonymous and the only information recorded at the time of sampling included age, gender 
and hand dominance. Donors were also asked to complete a questionnaire (Supplementary 
material, Table S1) to record their latest activities, social interactions, personal and hygiene 
habits, etc. 
 
2.2 DNA/RNA co-extraction 
After collection, swabs/stubs were air-dried and stored at room temperature for 6-24 h before 
being submitted to nucleic acid isolation. Total DNA and RNA were extracted using the AllPrep 
DNA/RNA Micro Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
For the disruption and homogenization of the starting material, swabs/stubs were placed in a spin 
basket (Investigator Lyse&Spin Basket Kit, Qiagen) with 345 μl RLT buffer, 5 μl Carrier RNA (4 
ng/μl) and 13.8 μl DTT (1M), and incubated 3 h at 56°C. Lysate collection was then performed by 
centrifugation at maximum speed. DNA and RNA were finally eluted in 50 µl of buffer EB and 
13 µl of RNase-free water respectively. 
Genomic DNA was isolated from buccal swabs using the ChargeSwitch gDNA Normalized 
Buccal Cell Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and the KingFisher mL Magnetic separator 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Vantaa, Finland). 
 2.3 mRNA profiling 
RNA extracts were treated with DNase (TURBO DNA free, Ambion, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and 
cDNA was synthesized using the RETROscript Kit with Random Decamers (Ambion), according 
to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
Sixteen tissue markers (HBB, CD93, AMICA1: blood; KRT4, SPRR2A, KRT13: mucosa; HTN3, 
STATH: saliva; SEMG1, PRM1: semen; HBD1, MUC4: vaginal mucosa; MMP7, MMP11: 
menstrual secretions; CDSN, LOR: skin) and three housekeeping genes (GAPDH, 18S-rRNA and 
ACTB) were simultaneously amplified by multiplex end-point PCR with a range of different 
cDNA inputs (7, 3.5, 1 µl) and detected by capillary electrophoresis on the ABI Prism 310 
Genetic Analyzer (Life Technologies, Foster City, CA, USA), as described by Lindenbergh et al. 
[23] 
 
2.4 Body fluid classification  
On the basis of the mRNA profiling results, PHF samples were assigned to three broad tissue type 
categories: “skin”, “other than skin”, “indeterminate”. Classification was based on the scoring 
guidelines introduced by Lindenbergh et al. in a previous study [24]. In brief, informative profiles 
(i.e., those showing the highest number of expressed housekeeping genes and no saturated peaks 
caused by overexpression of single tissue markers) were selected among the mRNA profiling 
results obtained with different cDNA inputs. Further RT-PCR reactions were then performed 
using the specific cDNA inputs that had previously generated an informative profile so as to 
obtain at least three informative mRNA profiling replicates for each sample. Moreover, for 
samples where the menstrual secretion and/or the vaginal mucosa markers were expressed, 
amplification of HBD1 was also performed in a singleplex reaction [23]. PHF samples were 
classified as containing “skin” if peaks at skin-specific marker positions (CDSN, LOR) were 
“observed”, i.e., were present in at least 50% of the replicates. Since co-expression of general 
mucosa (KRT4, SPRR2A, KRT13) and skin markers is frequently detected [23], samples where 
the same markers were observed but no expression of other tissue markers was found, were also 
classified as skin. PHF samples were classified as “other than skin” when markers for body fluids 
different from skin were observed. Finally, samples showing either no mRNA signals or the 
expression of housekeeping genes only were classified as “indeterminate”. This last category also 
included samples where general mucosa markers were observed and skin as well as other body 
fluid markers were absent. 
 
2.5 DNA quantitation and typing 
Human genomic DNA isolated from palmar surfaces was quantified with the Plexor® HY System 
(Promega, Madison, IL, USA) and the CFX96 Touch Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-
Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). STR typing was performed using the Investigator ESSplex SE Plus Kit 
(Qiagen). A recommended amount of 0.5 ng of template DNA was included in the PCR whenever 
possible. For PHF samples showing suboptimal DNA concentrations, the maximum volume of 
input DNA allowed per reaction (15 µl) was employed. Amplifications were then carried out 
using a standard 30-cycle PCR protocol, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Allele 
detection was performed by capillary electrophoresis (ABI Prism 310 Genetic Analyzer, Life 
Technologies); the results were processed using the GeneMapper software (Life Technologies) 
and the provided template file, which includes locus-specific stutter filters and a set analytical 
threshold of 50 rfu (Analysis_HID_310_50_rfu, Qiagen). 
 
2.6 Evaluation of DNA “integrity” 
The integrity of the DNA isolated from the donors’ hands and fingers was evaluated comparing 
the obtained STR profiles with the aforementioned reference profiles derived from buccal 
samples. In particular, integrity was calculated as follows: Noe/Ne x 100, where Noe is the number 
of alleles expected from each donor’s reference profile and effectively observed in the donor’s 
palmar surface sample, and Ne is the whole number of expected alleles. The amelogenin locus 
included in the ESSplex SE Plus Panel was not considered for calculations because of the possible 
gender bias due to the fact that male donors have two (Y- and X-specific) peaks that may be 
susceptible to drop-out, in contrast with female donors who only have the X-specific peak. 
 
2.7 Identification of DNA mixtures and estimation of foreign DNA contribution 
According to Cook et al. [17], STR profiles of PHF samples were classified as mixtures when ≥4 
unexpected allele peaks, identified on the basis of the donor's reference profile, could be located 
in more than one of the STR loci. PHF samples with less than 4 foreign alleles were considered as 
"low-level" mixtures. Since the detection of mixtures is impossible by simply considering the 
presence of an unexpected allele at the amelogenin locus in males (who already show all the 
possible alleles in their reference genotype), this marker was excluded from calculations. 
The percentage contribution of foreign DNA to mixtures was calculated for each PHF sample 
profile as follows: Hu/Ho x 100, where Hu is the total peak height of unexpected alleles with 
respect to the donor’s reference profile, and Ho is the total peak height of all the alleles observed 
in the donor’s PHF sample. 
 
2.8 Statistical analysis 
The Chi-square test was employed to compare frequencies. As for distributions, normality was 
first verified by means of both a graphical evaluation and the Shapiro-Wilk test; the Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum test and the Kruskal-Wallis test were used to identify statistically significant 
differences between non-normally distributed variables. Appropriate adjustments were applied to 
the Chi-square [25] and the Wilcoxon test [26] so as to take into account the clustered nature of 
the data (i.e., pairs of hands). The Pearson’s correlation coefficient was computed with the aim of 
testing the association between paired samples. 
To assess which of the considered factors (i.e., sampling method, gender, hand dominance, tissue 
type category) had mostly influenced DNA yield, integrity and mixtures in PHF samples, either a 
multivariate linear regression or a quantile regression analysis was performed, depending on the 
distributional assumptions. The Huber-White sandwich estimator was used in the multivariate 
linear regression analysis so as to take into account the clustered nature of data and to obtain 
robust standard errors. For the same reason, a linear quantile mixed effect framework was adopted 
in the quantile regression analysis. 
A latent class analysis (LCA) was performed to identify the profiles associated with different 
amounts of recovered DNA and with different percentages of foreign DNA contribution to 
mixtures. Two latent class models were fitted, one for each concomitant variable. The LCA 
required the specification of the number of clusters (latent classes). A series of models was fitted 
for two to five clusters. The best model was selected on the basis of the lowest value of the 
Bayesian Information Criterion. The estimated class-conditional response probabilities and a 
matrix containing each observation’s posterior class membership probabilities were also retrieved. 
Analyses were conducted using R version 3.2 [27]. 
 
3. Results 
3.1 Sampling conditions and age distribution of the donors 
On sampling days, the average temperature was 17°C (range 11-22°C), with an average relative 
humidity of 48.4% (range 32-62%). 
The median age of donors was 23 years (range 18-66 years). The median age in the female 
subsamples was 23 years (range 18-63 years), whereas in the male subsamples was 28 years 
(range 18-66 years). 
 
3.2 mRNA profiling and tissue classification 
According to the mRNA profiling and the above-mentioned scoring guidelines, 55% of the PHF 
samples were classified as containing only skin. Markers specific for body fluids different from 
skin were observed in 15% of the PHF samples. In all but one of these samples (17 out of 18) skin 
markers were also observed. Within the indeterminate category (28%), the proportion of samples 
with observed general mucosa markers (i.e., samples that could not fall within the skin or the 
other than skin categories due to the absence of more specific tissue markers) was negligible (1 
out of 34 samples). 
Tissue composition of other than skin samples is shown in Supplementary Figure S1. Blood and 
saliva were the most common body fluids and were both detected in 33% of the PHF samples. 
Table 1 shows the frequency of tissue types subdivided by sampling method, gender, and hand 
dominance. The only significant difference was related to the sampling methods, as the wet swab 
method generated a significantly higher percentage of indeterminate results than the dry swab and 
the tape lift ones (Chi-square adjusted for clustered data, p = 0.022). An interesting feature related 
to gender was that, although the occurrence of other than skin material was not significantly 
higher in males than in females, the first ones showed a wider variety of tissue types on their 
palmar surfaces compared to the second ones. Female other than skin samples (n = 5) always 
included no more than one body fluid type different from skin, with blood representing the most 
common tissue (found in two PHF samples), followed by saliva, vaginal mucosa and menstrual 
secretion (one PHF sample each). Of the male PHF samples classified as other than skin (n = 13), 
five (38.5%) consisted in mixtures of ≥ 2 tissue types different from skin, and four (30.8%) 
included body fluids typical of the other sex (i.e., vaginal mucosa, either alone or in combination 
with other body fluids).  
 
3.3 DNA yield from PHF samples 
The total amount of DNA recovered from PHF samples ranged between 0 and 585 ng (median 1.6 
ng, IQR: Q1 0.5 - Q3 5). The box-and-whisker plots (see Figure 1) show the distribution of DNA 
yields from samples subdivided by sampling method, gender, hand dominance, and tissue type 
category. Significant differences were observed in relation to gender, with male donors (median 
3.6 ng) showing higher DNA yields than female donors (median 1.0 ng) (Wilcoxon test corrected 
for clustered data, adjusted for multiplicity, p < 0.001). As for tissue type, DNA recovery was 
significantly higher in other than skin samples (median 5.1 ng) than in skin samples (median 1.6 
ng) (Wilcoxon test corrected for clustered data, adjusted for multiplicity, p = 0.010). DNA yields 
from both other than skin and skin samples were significantly higher compared to the yields from 
the indeterminate samples (median 0.8 ng) (Wilcoxon test corrected for clustered data, adjusted 
for multiplicity, p = 0.002 and p = 0.010 respectively). Conversely, no significant differences 
were found in relation to sampling method and hand dominance. 
With the aim of testing which of the considered factors mostly influenced DNA yield, a 
multivariate linear regression was performed. Gender still remained significant (p = 0.008), along 
with tissue type (indeterminate vs. other than skin, p = 0.001; skin vs. other than skin, p = 0.018) 
and wet swab (p = 0.038), which was in turn associated with higher DNA yields if compared to 
the other sampling methods. 
 3.4 DNA integrity in PHF samples 
The proportion of PHF samples generating high-integrity profiles (i.e., showing ≥ 90% of the 
expected STR alleles) was 56%. A positive correlation between DNA yield and integrity was 
observed (Pearson’s coefficient 0.540, p < 0.001). Integrity percentages for samples subdivided 
by sampling method, gender, hand dominance and tissue type category are shown in Table 2. 
Significant differences always involved pairs of categories that had already shown to differ with 
regard to DNA yield: males (average integrity 75.1% ± 5.2% SE) vs. females (average integrity 
60.1% ± 5.2% SE) (Wilcoxon test corrected for clustered data, p = 0.030); other than skin 
samples (average integrity 81.2% ± 8.7% SE) vs. indeterminate samples (average integrity 58.5% 
± 6.7% SE) (Wilcoxon test corrected for clustered data, adjusted for multiplicity, p = 0.040). In 
both cases, significance was confirmed by multivariate quantile regression analysis. 
 
3.5 DNA mixtures in PHF samples 
PHF samples showing at least one foreign allele were 56 out of 120 (46.7%). Of these 36 (64.3%) 
could be classified as mixtures with an average of 14.5 foreign alleles (9.2 ± SD), while low-level 
mixtures were 20 (35.7%). The minimum number of DNA contributors (donor included) was two 
in 73.2% of the samples, three in 23.2% of the samples, and four in 3.6% of the samples. Among 
mixed profiles (including low-level mixtures), 18 (32.1%) displayed all the donors' reference 
alleles (i.e. 100% integrity). 
Prevalence of mixtures (including low-level mixtures) in PHF samples is summarized in Table 3. 
The prevalence of mixtures in female PHF samples was 63.3% (CI 95% 51.7%-75.5%). This was 
significantly higher if compared to what observed in male PHF samples, where the prevalence 
was 30% (CI 95% 20.0%- 42.2%) (Chi-square adjusted for clustered data, p = 0.005). Conversely, 
no significant differences were observed between sampling methods, tissue types and 
dominant/non-dominant hand. 
The distribution of foreign DNA percentages in PHF samples is shown in Figure 2. On average, 
the percentage of foreign DNA contribution was 8.5% (± 1.2 % SE). Even though this 
contribution was < 30% in most samples, higher proportions of non-self DNA were detected in 11 
samples (including 1 low-level mixtures), with a single PHF sample showing a ratio between non-
self and self DNA above 1:1 (56.8%). Foreign DNA contribution was, on average, significantly 
higher in females (12.1% ± 1.9% SE) than in males (4.9% ± 1.4 % SE) (Wilcoxon test corrected 
for clustered data, p < 0.001). Significance was confirmed by multivariate quantile regression 
analysis. It should be noted that, although the percentages mentioned above were obtained by 
simply measuring the peak heights of expected and unexpected alleles, thus representing an 
underestimation of foreign DNA (as a matter of fact, we disregarded the possible non-self 
contribution to imbalanced alleles matching the reference profile), the proportion of mixed 
profiles showing a foreign contribution ≥ 20% within the whole palmar sample set (n = 120) was 
19.2% (30.0% in female PHF samples and 8.3% in male PHF samples) Finally, an inverse 
correlation between the percentage of foreign DNA contribution and DNA integrity was observed 
in the same PHF samples (Pearson’s coefficient -0.275, p = 0.001). 
  
3.6 LCA 
Figure 3 (DNA yield) and Figure 4 (percentage of foreign DNA in mixtures) show the results of 
the LCA performed on the manifest variables derived from the questionnaire (which is 
summarized in the supplementary material, Table S2). In the first case, the LCA identified two 
significantly different profile classes, as class “1” had 14.5 times lower DNA yield than class “2” 
(p = 0.039). The two classes accounted for 44.4% and 55.6% of the whole sample set 
respectively. The formation of the two classes was strongly influenced by gender, with 84% of 
males in class “2”, and 95% of females in class “1”. No other clear dichotomies in the distribution 
of variables (age, personal and hygiene habits) were observed, with the exception of touching and 
playing with hair, as this phenomenon was strongly linked to class “1” with a probability of 96%. 
With regard to the percentage of foreign DNA in mixtures, the LCA identified three profile 
classes with distinct but not significantly different trends: subjects in class “1”, which accounted 
for 29.6% of the whole sample set, had foreign DNA percentage values three times higher than 
those in class “2” (p = 0.222), and two times higher than those in class “3” (p = 0.440), which 
represented 41.7% and 28.7% of the whole sample set respectively. With regard to the extreme 
classes “1” and “2”, the manifest variables with the most skewed distribution patterns were: 
female gender (100% probability in class “1”), use of public transport (78.5% probability in class 
“1”) and living with parents (94.9% probability in class “2”). 
 
4. Discussion 
mRNA profiling results indicated a relatively high prevalence (15%) of body fluids different from 
skin on the palmar surface of the hands and fingers of the tested individuals. Blood and saliva 
were the most commonly observed body fluids, whereas the sporadic observation of vaginal 
mucosa may be partly the consequence of MUC4 and HBD1 expression in other mucous 
membranes, like oral or nasal mucosa, found on human hands [28,29]. PHF samples classified as 
other than skin showed significantly higher DNA yield and integrity, thus supporting the 
hypothesis that transfer of cellular material different from skin can be a possible explanation for 
the occasional recovery of quality STR profiles from handled items. 
A consequence of the presence of other than skin cellular material on the palmar surface of the 
hand and fingers is that, similarly to secondary DNA transfer, the issue of the secondary transfer 
of biological material (i.e., the indirect deposition on a surface of a body fluid carried by the 
hands of an intermediary who may, or may not, be the primary source of the same) should be 
taken into account in criminal investigations, especially when dealing with trace amounts of 
biological evidence. Secondary transfer is a complex phenomenon, which is significantly affected 
by: the nature of primary and secondary substrates; the type of contact between surfaces; the 
dryness/wetness of the biological sample [30,31].  Many of these points could not be properly 
addressed in the present study, since the choice of secondary substrates (dry and wet swabs, stubs) 
and the type of contact applied (rubbing/tape-lifting of the whole palmar surface of the hand and 
fingers) were clearly not meant to reproduce real transfer scenarios. However, some interesting 
considerations can be made. It has been previously shown that no difference in relation to 
transferability is found between body fluids such as blood and saliva, and that wet samples are 
much more likely to be transferred than dry samples [30]. On the contrary, similar transfer rates 
have been described for both freshly deposited and dried skin cells [32]. To explain this 
difference it has been suggested that skin cells are present within a composite including sweat and 
oil which may favor the transfer of biological material [32].  However, the hydrolipidic film 
found on the skin surface may also positively affect the transfer rate of dry deposits of other than 
skin material. Consequently, a similar propensity in terms of transfer through handling can be 
hypothesized for both skin cells and other than skin material found on the palmar surface of the 
hand and fingers. In this respect, it is worth noting that the vast majority of the mRNA profiles 
from the other than skin palmar samples analyzed in the present study also included skin markers. 
Thus, the simultaneous detection of skin and other body fluids on an object/surface, when 
combined with the results of DNA profiling, can aid to discriminate between secondary and 
primary transfer. 
Another interesting observation emerging from the mRNA profiling study was related to the poor 
results of the RNA analysis of the samples collected by means of wet swabs. In forensic 
investigations, the use of a wet cotton swab followed by a second dry swab, the so-called “double 
swab” technique, is a common method for collecting cellular material from objects [33]. In our 
experiments, wet swabs appeared to be highly efficient tools to collect DNA. Nevertheless, it is 
well established that whereas DNA is inherently resistant to spontaneous hydrolysis, RNA is 
susceptible to hydrolytic breakdown even in aqueous pH-neutral solutions [34]. Non-enzymatic 
hydrolysis of RNA may therefore explain the higher percentage of indeterminate mRNA profiling 
results obtained from wet swabs if compared to the ones obtained from dry swabs and stubs. 
Tape-lifting by means of stubs and the double swab method have been shown to perform equally 
well in securing epithelial cells from different surfaces, including skin [35]. However, further 
research is required to investigate whether tape-lifting could represent a preferable sampling 
technique for stains that must undergo DNA/RNA co-analysis, and to test the efficiency of 
moistening media different from water, such as RNA stabilizing solutions and ethanol. A serious 
limitation of the present study was the impossibility to simultaneously apply different sampling 
methods, while collecting PHF samples from a single donor, due to the unknown spatial 
distribution of cellular material on the sampled surfaces, thus preventing direct comparison. 
Moreover, the fact that an individual cannot be relied upon to carry on his hands a consistent 
amount of cellular material over time [13,32] advised against testing the same donor repeatedly, 
using different sampling techniques, so as to obtain replicates. The use of known volumes of 
easily manipulated biological fluids (such as blood or saliva), rather than PHF samples, appears 
therefore necessary to create the controlled test conditions required for future studies of RNA 
integrity in stains collected with different sampling methods. 
Apart from tissue origin, the other relevant factor influencing DNA yield and integrity in PHF 
samples was gender, with males showing higher DNA yield and integrity of the STR profiles than 
females. This is in contrast with the results of the study where Lowe et al. [12] introduced the 
“shedder status” and stated that no gender bias could be observed in shedder type. It should be 
noted, however, that their experiments were based on a limited number of samples (i.e., eight 
individuals) [12]. In a later study challenging the concept of “poor” and “good” DNA shedder, 
Phipps et al. [13] completely omitted to consider gender as a potentially important variable. Since 
then, the relationship between gender and the propensity to transfer DNA has remained poorly 
investigated [2,3]. In our study and, more specifically, on the basis of the answers to the 
questionnaire (data not shown), no significant differences between males and females were 
observed with respect to hygiene (last hand-washing event) and personal (putting hands and 
objects in the mouth, putting hands in the hair) habits. However, several previous reports in the 
literature agree that female young adults generally have a better hand hygiene [36-39], possibly 
due to a higher and more widespread tendency to practice socially acceptable behaviors; this fact 
is also reflected in our results, especially when the considerably wider range of biological fluids 
detected on male palmar surfaces is observed. In males, lower hand hygiene compliance and a 
consequent accumulation of DNA seem therefore to be the most likely explanations for gender 
bias in DNA quantity and quality. No variables other than gender could be clearly identified by 
the LCA as being associated with individuals who had a stronger probability to carry high 
amounts of DNA on their hands, with the partial exception of the absence of a tendency to touch 
or to play with hair. In particular, no clear subdivision was found in relation to age, which has 
recently been described as a factor that may possibly influence the extent of DNA transfer [40]. 
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that in the aforementioned study by Poetsch et al. [40], a 
significant effect of age was exclusively observed for children (good shedders) and elderly people 
(poor shedders), whereas the present study tested volunteers who were mostly young adults. 
STR profiling allowed us to estimate a prevalence of mixtures in PHF samples (disregarding low-
level mixtures) of 30.0% (36 samples out of 120). In particular, samples showing a foreign DNA 
contribution ≥ 20% (which therefore required a mixture analysis also for the assessment of the 
genotype of the major contributor, in conformity with current guidelines [41]) were 19.2% (23 
samples out of 120). Bearing in mind the possible differences in the criteria adopted to define 
DNA mixtures, the prevalence observed in this study is consistent with previous studies of 
fingernail samples collected from the general population, where values ranged between 13% and 
41% [17-19]. The analysis of fingernail specimens collected from a victim to identify the DNA 
traces of his/her assailant is now routine in the forensic investigation of violent crimes and of 
intimate partner violence [42,43]. Our results suggest that sampling the victim’s palmar surface of 
the hands and fingers at post-mortem examination may also be a useful method for the 
identification of the persons who had contact with the victim prior to death, especially when no 
signs of a violent struggle are found. Nevertheless, it is to be expected that, even more than in the 
case of fingernail samples [43,44], palmar DNA mixtures may derive from innocent contact, 
especially between intimate partners. LCA did not demonstrate any clear association between 
types of physical contact in the last 24 hours and foreign DNA percentages in PHF samples, 
possibly due the limited array of activities observed in the donor population (with most 
participants to the study reporting no other type of physical contact but handshake). LCA 
suggested a possible influence of house sharing on non-self DNA levels in PHF samples. 
Nevertheless, no samples were collected from partners, housemates, etc. to generate the related 
reference STR profiles. So, further studies performed in controlled settings and focusing on a 
wide range of physical interactions (including sexual intercourse) occurring within a short time 
frame prior to sampling are required to better understand the evidential value of mixed PHF 
samples in subjects living with other people.  
A final interesting observation was that the prevalence of DNA mixtures as well as the percentage 
of foreign DNA contribution were significantly higher in female rather than in male donors. 
These results are diametrically opposed to what previously described for fingernail samples, as 
both Cook et al. [17] and Dowlman et al. [18] reported a higher prevalence of mixtures in male 
volunteers from the general population. It can be postulated that the lower amount and integrity of 
self DNA found, on average, on the hands and fingers of female donors favored the amplification 
of foreign DNA, which is easily transferred to hands through social interaction and object 
handling. In males, instead, more lax hygiene habits leading to less frequent and less active 
cleaning of subungual spaces (where penetration of foreign materials is generally related to 
physical contacts that are more intimate than simple social interactions and object handling) may 
explain the higher prevalence of DNA mixtures reported in the literature [17,18]. 
 
5. Concluding remarks 
The present research was designed as a cross-sectional study aimed at exploring the touch DNA 
phenomenon in the general population and in everyday activities. In this respect, it differs from 
previous works, which were often carried out in artificial settings (e.g., asking volunteers to wash 
their hands and then perform, or not perform, specific actions). Strict control of experimental 
conditions is obviously required to reduce the number of variables at play, but it involves the risk 
of underestimating the complexity of the above-mentioned phenomenon, thus leading to rather 
simplistic conclusions. Our data confirm, for example, that the definition of “shedder status” is far 
from easy to assess, with variables such as gender that have been poorly investigated and may 
play a greater role than what previously estimated. Further work, including an analysis of larger 
and more diverse experimental samples as well as a study of the DNA/RNA transfer and 
persistence after different types of contact, is therefore necessary to better support “activity level” 
inferences, which will enable to create a link between touch DNA recovery and crime dynamics 
in the future. 
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 Table 1 
mRNA 
profiling 
Sampling Method Gender Hand dominance 
Dry  
swab 
(n = 40) 
Wet 
swab 
(n = 40) 
Stub 
(n = 40) 
Male 
(n = 60) 
Female 
(n = 60) 
Dominant
(n = 60) 
Non 
dominant 
(n = 60) 






31   
(52%) 
37   
(62%) 
36   
(60%) 
32   
(53%) 
Other than skin 9   
(23%) 
2   
(5%) 
7   
(18%) 
13   
(22%) 
5   
(8%) 
9   
(15%) 
9   
(15%) 






16   
(27%) 
18   
(30%) 
15   
(25%) 





Average DNA  
integrity % 
Comparisons (Wilcoxon test) 
Sampling Method      
Dry swab (n = 40) 60.3% (± 6.8%) Dry swab vs. Wet swab ns 
Wet swab (n= 40) 70.9% (± 5.2%) Dry swab vs. Stub ns 
Stub (n = 40) 71.8% (± 6.9%) Wet swab vs. Stub ns 
Gender    
Male (n = 60) 75.1% (± 5.2%) Male vs. Female p = 0.030 
Female (n = 60) 60.1% (± 5.2%)   
Hand dominance    
Dominant (n = 60) 69.8% (± 5.1%) Dominant vs. Non dominant ns 
Non dominant (n = 60) 65.4% (± 5.3%)   
Tissue type    
Skin (n = 68) 68.6% (± 5.0%) Skin vs. Other than skin ns 
Other than skin (n = 18) 81.2% (± 8.7%) Skin vs. Indeterminate ns 
Indeterminate (n = 34) 58.5% (± 6.7%) Other than skin vs. Indeterminate p = 0.040 
 




Comparisons (Chi-square test) 
Sampling Method    
Dry swab (n = 40) 
47.5%  
(CI 95% 32.5% - 62.5%) 
Dry swab vs. Wet swab ns 
Wet swab (n= 40) 
40.0%  
(CI 95% 27.5% - 56.9%) 
Dry swab vs. Stub ns 
Stub (n = 40) 
52.5%  
(CI 95% 37.5% - 67.5%) 
Wet swab vs. Stub ns 
Gender    
Male (n = 60) 
30.0%  
(CI 95% 20.0% - 42.4%) 
Male vs. Female p =  0.005 
Female (n = 60) 
63.3%  
(CI 95% 51.7% - 75.5%) 
  
Hand dominance    
Dominant (n = 60) 
48.3%  
(CI 95% 36.7% - 61.8%) 
Dominant vs. Non dominant ns 
Non dominant (n = 60) 
45.0%  
(CI 95% 33.3% - 58.3%) 
  
Tissue type    
Skin (n = 68) 
42.6%  
(CI 95% 32.3% - 55.6%) 
Skin vs. Other than skin ns 
Other than skin (n = 18) 
33.3%  
(CI 95% 16.7% - 56.9%) 
Skin vs. Indeterminate ns 
Indeterminate (n = 34) 
61.8%  
(CI 95% 47.1% - 78.5%) 




Distribution of tissue type categories in PHF samples subdivided by: a) sampling method; b) 




Average DNA integrity percentages in PHF samples subdivided by: a) sampling method; b) 
gender; c) hand dominance; d) tissue type category. Standard error is given between brackets. P-
values of Wilcoxon test are shown in the column to the right (ns denotes non-significance). 
 
Table 3  
Prevalence of mixtures (including low-level mixtures) in PHF samples subdivided by: a) 
sampling method; b) gender; c) hand dominance; d) tissue type category. 95% confidence 
intervals are given between brackets. P-values of Chi-square test are shown in the column to the 
right (ns denotes non-significance). 
 
Figure 1 
Box-and-whisker plots describing the log scale distribution of the amount of DNA (ng) recovered 
from PHF samples (n = 120) subdivided by: a) sampling method; b) gender; c) hand dominance; 
d) tissue type category. 
 
Figure 2 
Distribution of the percentages of foreign DNA contribution in PHF samples (n = 120). Mixtures 
are shown in dark color, low-level mixtures in medium color, samples with no evidence of foreign 
alleles in light color. 
 
Figure 3 
Output of the LCA performed to identify the profiles associated with different DNA yields: class 
“1”, continuous line; class “2”, dashed line. Composition of profile classes associated with low 
(“1”) and high (“2”) DNA yields in PHF samples is shown below. Numbers along the right axis 
(1-5) indicate category variables, as identified in the first row of Supplementary Table S2. Bar 
heights represent the probability that a specific category variable is present in class “1” or “2”. 
 
Figure 4 
Output of the LCA performed to identify the profiles associated with different levels of foreign 
DNA contribution to mixtures: class “1”, continuous line; class “2”, dashed line; class “3”, dotted 
line. Composition of profile classes associated with high (“1”), low (“2”) and medium (“3”) 
percentages of foreign DNA contribution to DNA mixtures found on PHF samples is shown 
below. Numbers along the right axis (1-7) indicate category variables, as identified in the first row 
of Supplementary Table S2. Bar heights represent the probability that a specific category variable 
is present in class “1”,“2” or “3”.  
